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them an integral part of his Talmudic analysis.

the Rav was an intellectual giant who was at home in the worlds of
Torah, science, philosophy, and communal leadership. Rambam was not
only a teacher, model, and inspiration for the Rav; he was also the Rav's

comrade and friend. Rambam's concise but lyrical language not only

captivated and intrigued the Rav's intellect, but was a song that
touched his souL.

Yet, I always identified my Rebbe with Ramban (Nahmanides). Indeed, the Rav said that we could find the genesis of the Brisker derekh,

his grandfather's rigorous analytical methodology for interpreting halakha, in both Ramban and Ravad.
Ramban was an incredible genius. He wrote Milhamot Hashem, one
of the most profound works in the halakhic writings of the rishonim,
when he was only sixteen. i His approach was both analytical and abstract, and his "school" (Rashba, Ran, Ritva and Ra'a, among others)
represents a significant core of the rishonim. The Rav would take special
satisfaction after he had mastered a complex Milhamot. He would marvel at how Ramban could marshal his proofs from all over the Talmud,
but would become so terse when he carne to the critical breakthrough.
Ramban's laconic phrasing and economy of language reflected his
laser-like, insightful mind. He resolved perplexing questions and seeming contradictions by analyzing the inherent logic of the halakha. Yet,

though he was a revolutionary with a creative, analytical approach and a
wide depth and breadth of knowledge, the remarkable fact is that every-

thing Ramban wrote was to defend the old tradition.2 He authored
Milhamot to defend Rav Alfasi against the attacks of Ba'al haMa'or. He
wrote his comments on SeIer haMitsvot to defend Bahag's enumeration

of the mitsvot against that of Rambam (although on most issues, he is
more in line with the princíples of Rambam). He wrote SeIer haZekhut
to defend Rav Alfasi against Ravad. His briliant commentary on the
Torah follows closely the tradition of Hazal and he is, therefore, most
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critical of Ibn Ezra, who veers away from interpretations of Hazal in
the search for peshat.

In all of this, the Rav is modeled after Ramban. Though the Rav
appeared to be a revolutionary, he too was profoundly conservative. His

purpose was to defend the ancient, hallowed tradition of Torah and
allow it to survive and ultimately to prosper in a new and in many ways
inhospitable environment.

The Rav believed that keeping Jews loyal to Torah required relating
to them in the current scientific and cultural mileu. In the i 920's,
many people became cynical about religion in general and Judaism in
particular. They considered it a meaningless anachronism in the context
of the modern, technologically advanced culture. The fact that the
greatest halakhist of the time had mastered contemporary philosophy
and was able to speak in the current scientific idiom was for many the

ultimate affrmation that neither faith and reason nor ritual and modernity were mutually exclusive. Some view the Rav's doctoral studies in
mathematics and philosophy at the University of Berlin as revolutionary
and a clear break from family tradition. In fact they were, in a broader
sense, conservative, contributing mightily to preserving a generation in
their commitment to Torah.
The Rav would often speak of the Biblical Joseph.3 He was drawn
to him because his life was in many ways modeled after his ancient
namesake. Like Yosef ha-tsadik) he was misunderstood by his brethren,

who did not understand their gifted, indeed prophetic brother, who
saved the emerging nation of Israel from starvation.
Speaking to a Mizrahi convention, the Rav explained the brothers'
antagonism to Yosef's dreams. They were shepherds, but Joseph spoke
of sheaves of wheat and celestial bodies-a new economic and social

order. The brothers were loyal to their traditions, but Yosef saw that
they would soon be in Egypt and faced with a new environment. "We

can render Abraham's heritage triumphant in alien surroundings, too,"
Yosef told his brothers. "Abraham's Torah is very powerful, but only

when we are prepared for the conflct and know exactly what to do in
the new environment" (Five Lectures, p. 28).
The Biblical Joseph was not persuaded that "and Jacob dwelt in the

land of his father's wanderings" (Gen. 37:1) would endure for long.
The words "for your seed shall be a stranger in an alien land" (Gen.
15:13) kept tolling in his ears. He saw himself and his brothers in an
alien environment, far from the land of Canaan, in new circumstances
and under new conditions of life.. Basically he dreamt of a new frame-
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work within which the unity of the family could be preserved, even in
the far places where the Creator of the universe would scatter them.
His constant preoccupation was the continuation of Abraham's tradition amidst a new economic structure and civilization.
The brothers did not understand him, for they looked upon the future
as a continuation of the present. They perceived all problems from

within the framework of their life in Canaan, the land of their fathers'
wanderings. In the traditional surroundings, in the thoroughly familiar
habitat of the Patriarchs, they did not need new frameworks or novel

economic methods.

The Rav spoke of Mizrahi, but we can read it as applying to himthe Torah genius who realized that "to render Abraham's heritage tri-

umphant in alien surroundings," we would have to learn the language
of the university and contemporary culture. With that approach, he established a vibrant traditional yet modern Orthodoxy in America. Like
Yosef, he suffered for his dreams. Like Yosef, he saved his brothers from
starvation.
Yet the Rav was enormously generous in how he judged people and

was forgiving almost to a fault. He never held a grudge, even to people
who tried to hurt him grievously. He was an instinctive baJal tsedaka)
and his munificence knew no ideological constraints.
Once, in shiur, the Rav was discussing the halakha that the Sanhedrin4 sat as a semicircle around the Nasi, the head of the Sanhedrin. The
Rav pointed out that the equivalent halakha is to be found in the laws

of Talmud TorahS-students must sit before their teacher in a semicircle. For the Rav, this is a general law in the form of communication of
Torah: it should be communicated in a fashion where the teacher and
the student are visible to each other, so as to be able to engage in a dia-

logue.

To ilustrate this point, the Rav recalled that when he was a youth
in Chazlovitch, the secretary of the Bet Din, who was a very old man,
recounted to the young Yosef Dov that he recalled as a boy seeing a
very old cantor, who, when he was a child, was part of an itinerant choir
recalled that

that would go from town to town. The cantor had himself

once, when this choir was in Vilna to perform, he saw a very imposing
man, tall and handsome, walking in the street surrounded by his disci-

pIes in a semicircle. When he inquired who this imposing man was, he
was told that he was the Hasid of Vilna. (In his lifetime, the Gaon of
Vilna, because of his pious ways, was called the Hasid.) When he asked
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why his disciples surrounded him in a semicircle, he was told that it
resembled the Sanhedrin.

This story made a powerful impression on me, for the Rav had met
a man who had met another man who had seen the Gaon. I felt the link
between the generations, the confluence of the mighty streams of the
mesora, not only the immediacy but the intimacy of the relationship be-

tween the generations of the tradition, the dialogue that transcends
time. The Rav was the Ramban of our generation. He walked with the
rishonim and many of his students were fortunate enough to walk with
him.
To Ramban, the fundamental theme of the Torah is the encounter
with the Shekhina and Her dwellng place. He sees Torah as including
the history of the encounter of man with the Shekhina) the Divine

Presence.6 Thus Ramban, in his introduction to the book of Exodus, the
Book of Redemptio.L, explains why the laws relating to the construction
of the Tabernacle are included in the book of Exodus, answering the

implicit question: would they not have been more appropriately placed
as the introduction to Leviticus, which deals with the laws of the service

in the Temple? Ramban's answer is that initially, God dwelled in the
tents of the Patriarchs, and the redemption from Egyt was complete
only when the Shekhina again dwelled amongst the Jews, when they

were elevated to the prior exalted state of their forefathers. The divine

presence manifested itself at Sinai-the first mikdas~and was transferred to the Tabernacle.

The Rav once commented that when engrossed in a difficult sugya

in the Talmud, he could almost feel the Shekhina's breath on his neck,
as if she were looking over his shoulder, asking, "What do you say, Reb
Yosha Ber, to resolve this problem?" Torah was the instrument for establishing that intimate, close relationship with God. Were it not for
that concomitant association of Torah study with the Shekhina, that

which goes beyond the intellectual gesture, the Rav said, he would have
been crushed by the sense of loss and dislocation after the sequence of
his triple avelut in 1967.
To see the Rav on Yòm lCippur and appreciate the joy and trem-

bling that it engendered in him, was to see him leap from the rigor of
the halakha to the transcendent glory of Sinai. The joy of Yòm lCippur

being "liInei Hashem," before
God. Whenever the Torah defines a mitsvah of simha, it is always atten-

stems, the Rav said, from our position of

dant to the phrase "liInei Hashem." Real joy can only come when we
are before God, enveloped in His warm, caring embrace. Yòm lCippur is

inherently a day of closeness with God, and from that stance flows the
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obligation of joy. To see the Rav on Yom leippur was to glimpse the

majesty of the Kohen Gadol as he left the Holy of Holies whole and
inspired.

We recite in the Haggada that, "Had He brought us to Mount
Sinai and not given us the Torah, it would have sufficed, dayeinu." But

to what purpose is it to come to Sinai and not receive the Torah? The
Rav explained that even had we not received the Torah, the encounter

with the Shekhina) as God descended on the Mount amidst thunder and
lightning, would have left its impact on our souls forever.
It occurred to me that Shavuot is a celebration of that very notion,

for ultimately, the Torah was not received on Shavuot. Upon descend-

ing Sinai, Moshe shattered the tablets at the foot of the mount; not
until Yom leippur was the Torah received by the Jewish people. Therefore, we may ask why celebrate Shavuot at all-after all, it represents

only a failed attempt to deliver the Torah. The answer lies in the
Dayeinu-we celebrate the encounter with Shekhina as an independently significant experience, isolated even from the giving of the law.

Ramban linked the logical and experiential aspects of Torah. The
Rav, too had a dual goal. One was to teach Torah and communicate the

halakhic methodology intellectually. The categories were elegant and, in
a sense, so sound and compellng that, like science, there was almost an

element of predictabilty about them. They all fit into a well-reasoned
and coordinated system. But his other goal was to use halakha to sensitize the student to the Divine dimension which animates the halakha, to
the link with generations past and to our great eschatological destiny. In

this second challenge, he would bemoan the fact that he was less successful, as the path is less predictable and definable.
One summer, the Rav gave a few shiurim on Likkutei Torah, by Rav

Shneur Zalman of Ladi, founder of Lubavitch Hasidism. He said it was
important to study Likkutei Torah in order to properly appreciate the

grandeur of Rosh haShana. When he sensed that some of us were resistant to learning the Hasidic work, the Rav related an apocryphal story,

"Between Two Mountains," written by the classical Hebrew author, Y.
L. Peretz.

The story describes the encounter of the Rav's great grandfather,

Rabbi Yosef Dov Soloveitchik (the Beit haLevi, for whom the Rav was
his who had become
a Hasidic Rebbe. The Bialyer Rebbe, filled with passion and religious
named), and the Bialyer Rebbi, a former talmid of

fervor, had cajoled his master, the Beit haLevi, to corne to visit at a
gathering of the Rebbe's followers. As Peretz tells the story, the song
and warmth of the Hasidim melted the outside snow and caused the
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trees to bloom and the birds to chirp. The cold Russian winter twilight

had been transformed through the ecstasy of the Hasidim into a bright

spring day. As sunset approached, the Beit haLevi-who had a profound and analytical mind and was devoid of undisciplined emotionlooked at his watch and interrupted the song to remind the assembly

that it was getting late and it was time to daven minha. Suddenly, the
glorious spring faded and reverted to the cold winter. The Rav then
looked at me and said, "That's you." To the Rav, it was important to
communicate both the logic and the passion of the Torah.

The Rav was very much a Jeffersonian. In the ancient tension
between the individual and the State, the Rav came down on the side of
the individuaL. For the Rav, this view had a theological root, for he
believed that each individual was unique. This is the essential perspec-

tive which underlies the mitsvah of avelut-mourning-the belief that
with each person's death, something precious and irreplaceable has
been taken from the world. An individual's uniqueness and his ontologicalloneliness are reflective of God's uniqueness. Even more than man's

intellect, it is that which defines his tselem Elokim. This idea of the
importance of the individual, reflective of God similarly draped in mys-

tery and loneliness, was an important theme in all of the Rav's writings.
The Torah records that Adam gave names to all the various animals. The Rav explained that by naming all the different animals of the
creation, Adam was acting as a scientist, categorizing the animal king-

dom into different species. We acquire knowledge by observation. If we
had total observation, we would have complete definition of what we
observe. When we look at a rock, if we know its density, its chemical
composition, its place, etc.-all of these observations, when integrated,
would define the rock. Similarly, when Adam looked at a horse, when
he saw the different activities of the horse, its different dimensions and
its various qualities, he integrated all these observations together into
the definition of a horse. There is nothing beyond the observable data
in terms of defining a horse. Adam was, therefore, capable of defining
and giving a name to all the creatures, for they possess only a surface
existence. However, a human has not only a surface existence, which is

defined by his activities and is susceptible to observation, but is possessed of an inner world which can never be completely revealed. A

human being cannot be understood simply by observation; he only

becomes known to us, like God, through revelation. There is something about a person which remains always inherently unknown, an
inner persona which can never be revealed.
Torah lumiThe Rav commented that we have few biographies of
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naries. We know almost nothing about the personal lives of even the
giants in Jewish history, be they Biblical, Talmudic or post~Talmudic
figures. Indeed, even the few biographies that were written never really

revealed the person, because no one actually reveals his or her whole
truth. Man is by nature a liar-kol ha-adam kozev-marked by posturing and hypocrisy, qualities that do not exist amongst the animals. The

Rav commented that even Rousseau's confessions are a "pack of lies."

Rousseau tries to impress us with his sinfulness, but a person never
completely reveals himself.

It is this lonely dimension which makes us human. Our abilty to
form groups and communities is, in fact, a less human quality, found
even in the herd mentality of animals. The Rav would say that he didn't

like company. He was a recluse. "In a crowd I am lost, stripped of my

dignity, that is why I don't attend meetings." He feared the crowd,
where one's "individuality, originality, tenacity and stubborness are
completely lost and his face is a mask of complete anonymity." This
focus on the individual and his recognition of his rights, uniqueness and

dignity resulted in the Rav's aversion to organizations. Though he recognized, on a utilitarian level, that organizations are necessary, the Rav
was always concerned that the individual would be submerged in or
suppressed by the multitude.
This distrust of organizations was a trait inherited from his grandfather, Reb Chaim. When someone mentioned to Reb Chaim the influence and effectiveness of a particular Jewish organization, Reb Chaim
acknowledged its value, but he was concerned about the potential dan-

ger of relying on a single organization. His famous parable was that
when the vilages in Europe were first electrified, allowing people to

read by the greater ilumination of electric light, as opposed to the dim
light of kerosene lamps, everyone was pleased. But when the generator
in the central power station fails, all the lights in the city go out.
The pivotal role that the individual played in the Rav's philosophy

resulted in strong emphasis on social justice. At a Hag haSemikha) he
admonished his newly ordained talmidim to always concern themselves
with the needs of the individuaL. "Don't be touched by megalomania,
with dreams of empire," he warned. "Concern yourselves with the pain

of the widow and the plight of the less fortunate." When you teach
Torah, measure your success by the impact you have on a few individuals. Rabbi Akva rebuilt Torah by teaching only five young students?
Rav Meir Berlin told the Rav that he had asked three Torah luminaries what was the primary job of a Rav. Rav Yechiel Epstein, the

author of the Arukh haShulhan) responded that it was to answer "shay188
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10s)" halachic queries. Rav Chaim Soloveitchik responded that the primary responsibilty of a Rav is to do hesed and to protect the poor, the

orphan, the widow, those who are bereft of comfort and security. When

Rav Moshe Soloveichik became Rav in Rasayn, amongst the three
thngs his father Rav Chaim reminded him was that the primary respon-

sibilty of the Rav is to "do hesed/' to be an example of loving-kindness
to his flock.

Afer the death of Rav Isaac Herzog, z.t.l., Religious Minister, the
Mizrachi leader Moshe Chaim Shapiro came to America, and with the
consent of Prime Minister David Ben Gurion, offered the Chief Rabbinate of Israel to Rav Soloveitchik. The Rav refused the offer. Minister

Shapiro asked him why in 1935 the Rav had actively (though unsuccessfully) pursued his candidacy for the Chief Rabbinate of Tel Aviv,
and now, when offered the Chief Rabbinate of all Israel, he was unin-

terested. The Rav responded that Tel Aviv is a city with batei din,
butcher shops, shuls, hatei medrash, people in need of pastoral tending.
The Chief Rabbinate is a beauracracy.8
When the future Bet haLevi was a young child in heder, the melamed would favor the children from wealthy and prominent familes over
those who were poor. There was a little boy in his class, Dudele, who

was a very poor orphan. Once, when there was a fracas in class, the
teacher immediately blamed this poor boy, and even though he was
completely innocent, the teacher hit him. The young Yosha Ber stood
up and walked out of the class. He told his father, who was the Rav of
the city, that he would never return to study with that teacher because
the Torah says one must treat all people fairly and especially not bring
pain to orphans. "I will not study under a teacher who "doesn't observe

the Torah," he exclaimed.

Shordy after this incident, the young Yosha Ber became deathly ilL.
He hovered for weeks between life and death, and was only semi -con-

scious. Finally, the crisis passed and the fever subsided. Afer he recovered, he told his father that he had dreamt that the Angel of Death's
hand, which was outstretched to grasp him, was stayed by Dudele's
father, who interceded on his behalf because he stood up for his son.9
Reb Chaim's house in Brisk was a hoveL. The so-called living room

could be filled with itinerant disheveled beggars, counting their meager
collections of the day. The lay people of Brisk thought that this unlimited access to the home of the Rav was inappropriate and undignified for
their distinguished rabbi. Unbeknownst to Reb Chaim, they appointed
a shamash to guard his door. Reb Chaim came down one day and saw
that the living room was empty. When he discovered that the reason
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was that a gatekeeper had been apppointed to protect him, he immediately dismissed him. Reb Chaim insisted that a poor person has a right

to go directly to whomever he pleases, including the rav. He quoted the
gemara in Bava Batra10 which, in discussing the laws related to con-

struction and the zoning laws in the town, stipulates that one must have
a gate that allows the poor to come in. Reb Chaim explained that all
Jewish ethics is based on the principle of imitatio Dei. One of the principles of our faith, Reb Chaim said, is that when we pray, we pray not
through any intermediaries, but directly to God. So too, a when a poor

person wishes to approach a wealthy person, he has a right to communicate with him directly and not through any intermediaries.
It is because of his emphasis on the individual and his recognition
that there is something always mysterious and unrevealed about each
person that the Rav tolerated the most idiosyncractic of people.

The Rav also loved children. Once, when he was going though the
halls of of his beloved Maimonides Yeshiva in Brookline, the Rav saw a
little boy outside a room crying. When the Rav asked the boy why he
was crying, the boy replied that he was unprepared for a test and because he was disruptive, the teacher threw him out of class. The Rav
said, "Would you like me to study with you?" The boy looked up and
said, "Are you sure you know the material?" The Rav said, "Let's take a
chance," and he studied with him and later brought him back into the
classroom. When the Rav's family was sitting shiva, this little boy-who
had now grown up to be a young man-came to visit them and told

them this story. Apparently, that one encounter with the Rav had
changed his entire life. Before, he had lacked confidence and focus in

his work. Subsequently, he became more serious about his studies, more
disciplined, more focused.
The Gemara tells us in Nida11 that when children are in utero, an
oath is imposed on them. They must swear to be righteous and not
iniquitous. The child is told: even if the entire world tells you that you

are very righteous, in your own eyes you should be humble and see
yourself as evil . You should know that God is holy, those who serve him

are holy, and the soul that was put in you is holy. If you guard it with
purity, that is well; but if not, it wil be taken away from you.
The Rav explained that the oath reflects the fundamental belief that

each child brought into the world, no matter how humble, has great
potential; its neshama is pure, as all those who serve God are holy and
pure. It also reflects that each person born into the world has a unique
mission that no one else can fulfilL. When Abraham commissioned
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Eliezer to find a wife for Yitshak, he made him swear an oath to fulfill

his mission. So too, every child must affirm, so to speak, that he or she
has a special, unique mission.
At the conclusion of the NeJi1a amida, we declare, "My God, before I was created, I was unworthy, and now that I have been created, it
is as if

I have not been created." The Rav, quoting Rav Kook, interpret-

ed this enigmatic liturgical piece as meaning that had I been placed in a
different generation, it would be for no purpose. Each person is born at
a specific moment in history in order to fulfill his special mission. Had
one been born either in an earlier or later period, that special, divinely

endowed mission and purpose could not be realized. But now we
lament that despite having been created at the proper time and place,
we do not live up to the great potential that inheres in each of us. The
sacred mission which we have been commissioned with even from
before birth, remains unfulfilled.

This sense of mission engendered in the Rav a great humility. He
felt privileged to carryon the traditions of the bet ha-rav, but he recognized that every person is significant, endowed with his own divine
oath. He treated other people and other opinions with courtesy and

deference.

He marvelled at the enigma of the human condition. He was ever
sensitive to the lonely persona that was enveloped in mystery, a paradox
unresolved. He was especially tantalized by the halakhic concepts of the
shtar, the halakhic contract, because it testified to so much more that
was stated or written in its text and was a concept much more expansive
than the common-sense notion. Similarly, the human psyche is infinitely
deeper and more profound than anything it reveals. Aware of the ambi-

guity in life, the public positions he took were subtle and nuanced.
He was always motivated by his individual sense of divine mission.

With Joseph of old, he could say, "And now, be not distressed, nor
reproach yourself for having sold me here, for it was to be a provider
that God sent me ahead of

you" (Gen. 45:5).

The Rav's majesty manifested itself not only in his magnificent
intellect, his clarity of vision and decisive capacity for definition, but
also in the saintly qualities of his spirit, his humility, integrity, generosity
and always, always his sense of mission and purpose. I admired him and

was awed by his genius, for the dazzling qualities of his mind. I loved
him for the qualities of his spirit and the sanctity of his souL. It is the
heroic dimension of his rich, glorious personality which wil help sustain
us and generations yet unborn.
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But Joseph said to them, "Fear not, for am I instead of God? Although
you intended me harm, God intended it for good; in order to accomplish-it is as clear as this day-that a vast people be kept alive. So now,
fear not, I wil sustain you and your young ones. Thus he comforted
them, and spoke to their heart." (Gen. 50:19-21).

NOTES
1. Universal Jewish Encyclopedia.

2. See Ramban, Milhamot, R.H. 12b (in pages of RifJ: And learn that whoever departs from the words of the early generations, is as if he departs from
life. And may the Lord double the reward of our toil that we have toiled to
judge them meritoriously, and may He judge us favorably.
3. See the introductory quote to the Rav's Ish haHalakha. The Talmud (Sota
36b) relates that Joseph would have succumbed to the entreaties of Poti-

far's wife, but at that moment, "The image of his father (Jacob) appeared
to him in the window."
4. Yad) Hilkhot Sanhedrin 1:3.
5. Yad) Hilkhot Talmud Torah 4:2.
6. The first Rashi in Humash, quoting Rav Yitshak, asks why the Torah begins
with the story of creation. Surely, he asks, it would be more appropriate to
begin with the first mitsvah commanded the Jewish people, the establishment of the lunar calendar. Rambam rejects the very premise of the ques-

tion. How could the Torah ignore the story of creation and the history of
the Patriarchs, which are so fundamental to understanding God's relationship to creation, and most specifically, the Jewish people.

Rashi viewed the Torah as primarily a book of law, of halakha, encompassing the 613 mitsvot, and from that perspective, he asked why does it not

begin from the first commandment. Rashi asserts the principle of "Ein
mukdam u-me-uhar baTorah." Since the Torah is a book oflaw, chronology is irrelevant. Ramban, however, who views the Torah also as a history,

believes that the Torah follows a strict chronology, and only in limited
cases, for specific reasons, is the chronology altered.
7. Talmud Yevamot 62b. See also the story of Rav Hiyya and the children he
taught: Bava Metsia 85b.
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